In a rapidly changing business world, executives and employees are confronted with immense challenges: the conditions under which executive managers have to act and make decisions are volatile and uncertain as never before. Firms will only withstand future competition successfully if they are able to face these 21st century challenges head on by exploiting opportunities and minimizing risks.

We would be happy to cooperate with you!

There are many different ways to interact with our MBA program as a whole and our students on small group or individual basis:

- **Company Visits:** Plant tours, presentations and direct contact with managers and HR personnel help our students to get in touch with German industry. Let your company be part of it!
- **Companies in Classroom:** We regularly invite experts of companies into our classroom. This gives our students the opportunity to discuss current business issues and career perspectives with high-level executives. If you are in the Pforzheim region, we would be happy to welcome you to our classroom.
- **Company Projects:** If your company faces questions or challenges where an outside perspective from motivated students could be beneficial, our Company Projects are a great opportunity for your company! From September until January, a small group of 3-5 students works on your question under the supervision of a professor.
- **Thesis / Internships:** In their fourth semester, our students write their theses. As there are no courses from mid February until August, our students are free to work with your company regarding a thesis project or internship.

For more details or questions on a possible cooperation, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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